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IN THE MEANTIME
The meantime – those moments between what has been and what will be. Sometimes that meantime is also a 'mean time', 
where things are harder, tougher, more challenging. In this month's newsletter, Harvard Ave staff and church family consider 
what the meantime might have to teach us – about faith, about community, about being together, and apart. For this time, for 
any time, and in the meantime, we believe FAITH MATTERS.

On March 10, your pastors and staff sent a letter about the education, caution, and common sense we would exercise in the face 
of the suddenly localized COVID-19 (the first case having been known in Tulsa just days before). March 13, your pastors, staff, 
and leadership wrote again, to say that we had made the hard and faithful decision to suspend worship and group gatherings, 
following the advice of health authorities and acting in concert with our colleagues and leaders. 

And at the end of March, just days before our new Lead Pastor was to officially join our ministry, we deployed staff to work 
primarily from home, coming to the office only as absolutely needed, and within safe and healthy protocols. David's first staff 
meeting was via Zoom call. (But we were all there!)

Now as the month of May opens, we've determined that the church building, as yet, cannot. And we don't know what it will look 
like when we do. 

But here is what we know absolutely for certain: WE. ARE. STILL. THE CHURCH.

In the meantime, we love God. In the meantime, we worship. In the meantime, we pray for one another. In the meantime we 
bring our offerings. In the meantime, we give thanks for those who respond on the front line. In the meantime, we love our 
neighbor. 

Even as we practice responsible physical distancing, we remain deeply spiritually connected. 

Our prayer as this season began remains true as we adjust to this meantime: We seek to be a calming presence in turbulent 
times. We have been called to faithfulness, to love God and to love one another. When we come to the other side of this ever-flowing 
stream, imagine what we will see! A 21st century church, rooted in God’s goodness, flourishing with heartfelt creativity and faith-filled 
compassion. A church that truly knows what it means to be loved, believe, and become.

The church building remains closed in the meantime. And in the meantime, WE are still the church. Courtney Richards
Connections Pastor
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might become of them. But would you believe who showed up? If it wasn’t the resurrected Christ! And resurrection is a 
game-changer when it comes to courage. 

Emboldened by this Good News, those disciples unlocked the deadbolts, marched right back out into the midst of a cruel 
world, full of suffering, to love and serve in the name and for the sake of the Risen One. And the way they lived their lives 
seemed to say it all: “Take courage! For He has conquered the world!” (John 16:33)

We are the heirs of a tradition that anchors its courage in the resurrected Christ. We lay claim to the power of 
resurrection not just as a cognitive assent to an event that happened, but the truth of what that event embodies: Suffering 
and death have no power over life! And every time we choose to act with courage for the sake of the gospel, Christ is there 
with us, recalling the promise that He gave to those first disciples: “Take courage! For I have conquered the world.” 

I know that this season has tried us all at some point or another (and there will be more suffering to come), but I pray that 
you will find your way to the courage that comes from Christ’s resurrection; a courage that allows us to live and serve with 
hope, faith, and love, even in a time such as this.

Kevin Howe
Community Pastor

in the meantime : courage

Courage takes many forms. It takes courage to express ideas that are not the majority 
opinion. You have to pluck up your courage to witness vulnerably to your personal 
experiences. One must have courage to face the hostilities or ridicule that accompany 
departing from social norms. And it most certainly requires courage to live out the good 
news of resurrection, especially at a time such as this.

C.S. Lewis wrote that “Courage is not simply one of the virtues, but the form of every virtue 
at the testing point…A chastity or honesty, or mercy, which yields to danger will be chaste or 
honest or merciful only on conditions.” In other words, if your fears get the best of you, it 
will attempt to make God’s love in your life conditional. Your fears will try to deconstruct 
your vision of hope. Fears will test your resolve to be merciful towards others and 
towards yourself. The times we are experiencing in our world right now will threaten 
you into believing that there is no wholeness to be found. 

Fortunately for us, we have volumes of scripture which tell story upon story about people 
who have acted courageously for their faith. Here’s one from worship last Sunday: Later 
on in the Gospel of John, the disciples are found together, reeling from the dreadful 
events of Jesus’ death. They had sealed the doors of their meeting space in fear of what 

Thank you to those who have donated resources and volunteer hours to make this possible. 
Serving opportunities continue through June.
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If someone told you at the beginning of the year that 
there’s going to be a virus that’s going to shut the whole 
world down, millions of people will be infected, you’ll be 
quarantined in your home, you’ll wear masks to the grocery 
store, there will be vast unemployment, a nationwide 
shortage of toilet paper, and every church nationwide will 
be shutdown, what would you have said? You would have 
said, “You’re crazy! What planet are you from?” Yet, here we 
are in a completely unfamiliar place. 
 
I didn’t see it coming. Did you? 
 
I’m calling this time the meantime. The meantime is that 
uncomfortable place between where you have been and 
where you want to be. It’s being stuck in a moment that 
you can’t get out of. It’s forgetting what day it is because 
every day seems like the day before. For me, it’s living out 
of boxes in a temporary home. It’s preparing sermons for 
an empty sanctuary. It’s Zoom calls with Sunday school 
classes and staff. It’s meeting church members in a parking 
lot. It’s watching myself preach on Sunday morning at 
home. 
 
After a couple of days of being disappointed and anxious 
my thinking shifted. It occurred to me that the meantime 
is God’s time. The meantime is when God does God’s 
best work. The Bible really is the story of people living in 
a meantime. Moses living in the desert between a palace 
and the promised land. David sleeping in a cave between 
being anointed as a king and being the king.  
 
The Old Testament was shaped by the Babylonian exile. The 
Gospels were written in the aftermath of the destruction 
of the temple and Jerusalem. The faith and trust in God 
demonstrated in the Bible was forged in the suffering 
and uncertainty of the meantime. More spiritual progress 
is made through failure and tears than is made through 
success and laughter.  
 
I don’t wish to make light of suffering we are witnessing 
daily. Nor do I suggest God that gave us the virus to teach 
us or punish us.  But I’m certain that God, as God has 
always done before, will redeem this meantime. God 

will use it for our good. God is going to make the most of it. 
God will use it to forge our faith … make us more resilient 
… teach us new things ... expand our vision. 
 
For this reason, I’m not going to wish it away, or Netflix it 
away. I’m going to lean in and make the most of it. God use 
this time to show me what I need to see. Help me learn what 
I need to learn. Scrub me of those things that do not please 
you. Draw me near to you.
 
In the meantime, I’ve discovered new ways to meet our 
church … learned how to preach a message in an empty 
sanctuary … had more time for prayer and study … 
imagined some fresh ideas, coming soon and down the 
road. We wouldn’t have started filming our services so 
quickly without this meantime. 
 
But you know what the biggest thing I’ve learned is? 
That everything between our birthday and heaven-day is 
meantime. We don’t just become who we were created 
to be with a simple prayer but over the course of our 
entire lives. I don’t want to repeat this experience, but I 
would not trade it for anything.
 
I can’t wait until we can open our doors. I’m looking forward 
to handshakes and hugs. 
 
God is bigger than this pandemic. 

David 

David Emery
Lead Pastor

In the Meantime
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in the meantime : with kids
Like most of you, I can hardly wait to be together in person again; at the same time, health and safety come first. In the meantime, 
I'd like to share with you a look behind the scenes of Children’s Ministry at Harvard Avenue.

Children Worship & Wonder: It’s been fun to record and share Children Worship & Wonder each week. A bonus is how many adults 
I’ve heard from who are also watching them and enjoy seeing what the kids experience when we leave the sanctuary! My plan 
is to continue offering a weekly virtual worship even after we are together in person again. This will allow us to reach kids who 
are home sick on Sunday, families on vacation or at the lake, and it offers unlimited access.

At Home Support: During the past month, families have received weekly “Treasure Box Tuesday” emails 
from Faithful Family author Traci Smith, as well as other online resources I’ve found. Last week I sent 
each family a packet with a “Guide to Self-Care for Families Together at Home” from SALT Project, a 
company that creates a lot of family ministry resources. 

Summer Ministry Events: In the meantime, I am constantly checking with city guidelines to make the 
most informed decisions possible. All city camps are cancelled for the summer and city pools will 
not open. There are also some thorough resources to consider when planning to reopen a church 
offered on the OKdisciples.org website. Our region made the recent decision to cancel all June & July 
summer camps. With both the City of Tulsa and OK Region decisions, all summer children’s ministry 
events are cancelled. This includes: Kanakuk KampOut, Transformers in Action Mini-Mission Trip, 
Vacation Bible School, and the Summer Spotlight Theater Camp. All tough decisions, but the best to 
be made at this time.

To fill in some of the gaps for these summer cancellations, the OK Region of Disciples of Christ is developing an on-line, age-
specific camp experience. In addition, I am heading a team to create a free on-line Vacation Bible School that will be ready to 
access by June 1. I am excited to be part of offering VBS in a new way that will reach even more kids than we do with our on-site 
event! 

On the home front, David, Zoey and I are all working from home which our dogs love! And one of the best side effects of this 
time is being able to worship together as a family on Sunday mornings. We haven’t experienced that in 15 years and I cherish 
this time, even amidst yearning to be back in our church building and leading our children in person. Find the blessings 
around you! Darlene Martinez

Children's Minister

in the meantime : sing

I’m really looking forward to that day when the Chancel Choir returns to rehearse in the choir room, and when the Harvard 
Avenue Christian Church sanctuary is once again filled with singing worshipers raising our voices together - side by side, in 
harmonious praise to our God! In the meantime…don’t forget to sing! It’s really good for you!

Kelly Ford
Traditional Music Director

Professor Grenville Hancox, Director of the Sidney de Haan Research Centre for Art and Health, 
has done extensive research on the benefits of choral singing on psychological wellbeing. He is 
so passionate about the enormous emotional benefits of choral singing, he has been trying to 
persuade the medical profession to prescribe singing instead of Prozac: “If we could engage more 
and more people in singing, I’m sure we would have a healthier nation.”

Studies have shown that the mental health benefits of choral singing include enhanced brain 
function strengthened feelings of togetherness, and the release of endorphins and oxytocin resulting in reduced stress and 
depression. 

Unfortunately, we live in a world of social distancing. Social media networks and Zoom meetings offer a semblance of community 
but you can’t conduct choir rehearsals that way. Singing, especially as raise our collective voices to worship God, has always 
been central to our faith. 
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in the meantime : normal

Colt Stubblefield
Youth Director

Wow, what a day/week/month/however long it’s actually been since social distancing began. It seems like just a couple of days 
ago I was wrestling with the decision whether or not to travel to St. Louis over spring break with 20+ youth. Then I closed my 
eyes a few times and we’re already celebrating Star Wars Day. (May the 4th) 

Normally at this time of year I’d be right in the midst of one of my busiest seasons. We’d be putting together the final details 
for Youth/Senior Sunday and our missions fundraiser breakfast. I’d be relentlessly begging parents for crockpots of gravy and 
helping youth put their speaking parts together. We’d be gearing up for summer with pool parties, ultimate league, and Drillers 
games. We’d be locking in dates and sponsors for mission trips, connecting with local organizations for our Serve Tuesdays, and 
getting excited about switching to our summer youth schedule. But this year ... The pace of life is just different and the only thing 
that seems to be happening regularly is me saying, “Wow, this isn’t normal.”

But what is normal? The word itself is defined as ‘conforming to a standard; usual, typical, or expected’. But when is that ever the 
case? How often in our reflections do we ever say, “That went exactly like I was expecting”? No matter how much we might want 
it to be, life is not typical, it’s not expected, there is not a standard. On some level I’ve always known this, but I think the season 
of social distancing has simply forced me to be more honest with myself. I have come to realize that I can’t control this, I can’t 
speed it up, I can’t make it go away. I don’t know how long it will last or what the “normal” that we’re going to get back to one 
day will even look like. This season has taught me to learn to let go and simply trust.

When we spend our energies focusing on what could be or lamenting what could have been, we miss out on what is. James said 
it perfectly, ‘We don’t know the first thing about tomorrow. We’re nothing but a wisp of fog, catching a brief bit of sun before 
disappearing.’ (James 4:14) These moments will pass and if we are truly present with them now, we can carry them with us for 
the rest of our lives. This is not what any of us expected, but I have no doubt that God is using this time to help shape us into 
the people we were created to be. 

Slow down, be here and be present, wherever that is. We will get back to “normal” at some point, but 
certainly not today. Embrace and enjoy this time, move your home office outside, go for a long walk, 
call up a child and ask them to tell you a story (if you don’t have one call me and I’ll get you connected 
with Liam or Emma; they both have a lot to say). This time has taught me that even though I might 
have no idea what these moments will offer (and with a 5yo and 2yo, there’s quite literally no telling!) 
- the one thing that I can be certain of is that they are moments I don’t want to miss.

Even though our youth aren’t together right now, they are staying connected, even creating new ways. Youth and families (and 
friends) are invited to their new You Tube channel (www.youtube.com, search for “HACC Youth”). Colt is sharing lessons every 
Sunday and Wednesday, and youth worship leaders Nick and Katie Forthman are sharing worship content regularly. As Colt has 
said, “If you haven’t checked it out, you need to. Find a quiet spot and spend some time with God. I know we’d rather be together, 
but this is the next best thing.”  He is also sharing daily devotional for youth and their parents. (Call/Text him to be added in.) 
Here is a devotion from earlier this week:
 
“How does God call us to the right path? Usually this awareness comes through a process of discerning both the interior and the 
worldly poles of vocation. God’s Spirit works in the depths of our humanity to help us become aware of our gifts and aspirations, and 
the same Spirit works though our experience to point out what the world needs from us. Often the Spirit helps us notice those problems 
that our talents are uniquely suited to address. Grace connects these two poles like a spark that arcs between them.” - William Spohn

Good friend, take to heart what I’m telling you; collect my counsels and guard them with your life. Tune your ears to the world of 
Wisdom; set your heart on a life of Understanding. That’s right—if you make Insight your priority, and won’t take no for an answer,
Searching for it like a prospector panning for gold,  like an adventurer on a treasure hunt, Believe me, before you know it Fear-of-God 
will be yours; you’ll have come upon the Knowledge of God.  Proverbs 2:1-5 (The Message)

Is there something going on in the world today that draws your sympathetic attention?  Is God preparing you for something? If so, 
what? How could you use your unique talents to bring about healing to this world?
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I’m looking forward to more of this. More family time. More intentionality in staying connected to those I love. More 
cookouts, more evening walks, more movies on the deck with the projector. 

More going out of my way to say thank you to people who keep society functioning. More acknowledging my privilege, 
and acting on it. More grace for myself when things are hard, because, in or out of the blip, this life is hard. More checking 
in on others who may be lonely. More conversations with my neighbors. More dance parties. 

More recognizing my everyday choices are just a few ripples away from effecting 
even those on the opposite side of this world, and that’s a responsibility I 
shouldn’t take lightly. 

Now this more I look forward to comes with the company of other people (at a 
huggable distance). It happens in sacred spaces that I have missed visiting. And, 
if I’m honest, it coincides with regularly scheduled childcare (because oh my 
Lord, this Mama is tired.) But yes, more of the same is what I want, especially the 
popsicles and books on the blanket in the backyard. 

Hannah Lollman

In the meantime…

I miss my children and grandchildren. 

I appreciate the majesty of a beautiful storm. 
I look forward to Sunday more than I did. It is routine and steadfast. 
I can count on HACC. My faith reassures me this too will pass. 

I miss my children and grandchildren. 
I love to observe people and I miss seeing their good and their bad. 
I am so thankful to have a comfortable home, a good friend, and a fixed income during this unsettling time. 
I am so thankful for all of our essential workers who are out there making sure I can safely stay at home. 
I appreciate all the people who care about others and wear masks, even though they are uncomfortable, because they 
   care more about others than their own comfort. 
I miss going places and seeing new things. 

But what can I do without? Almost everything but...

Did I say I miss my children and grandchildren? Debi Boyles

As we consider life 'in the meantime,' we asked some of our Harvard Avenue family to share their own realizations and reflections 
about these moments together, apart. With gratitude for their vulnerable and heartfelt words, we know you'll see yourself in 
their stories as well.

in the meantime
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A scripture that keeps coming to mind during this pandemic is Proverbs 3: “Trust in 
the Lord with all your heart; do not depend on your own understanding.” It is hard to 
understand the changes that COVID-19 has made to our lives. We worry that some 
may be permanent. But in the meantime—families now have time to have meals at 
the kitchen table together. Neighbors are helping neighbors.  Churches and other 
organizations are feeding those in need and people have slowed down their lives and 
are more aware of what really matters. Let’s keep trusting and keep our eyes open 
for the “good things” in the meantime. Donna Vanderslice

I have been surprised how making so many changes that were so hard at first have become 
such a blessing in my life since March 10th. Time is what I notice is most precious. More time for 
prayer, music, reflection and meditation. More time to connect with those I love. More time to 
pray for those I don’t know. More time to smell the flowers in my daily walk. The gifts of time and 
connections are the blessings I will keep from this sheltering-at-home. 

the living room. 

These times are hard, and we are making sure that we are praying for others, giving to others, and doing what we can 
to support our community. Also, we are quickly learning what is important and what we can do without. When this 
is over, we hope to honor what we’ve learned during this time. In the meantime, while at home, we are cooped up and 
honestly, loving every minute of our time together. 

Staci Pennington

Annette Murray

The Pennington home looks a lot differently than it did 2 months ago. Before, weekends 
included soccer, basketball, and more soccer! They included social gatherings that we 
often felt like we had to go to. The hustle and bustle of the weekends to come made us all 
exhausted before they even happened. It was fun, but family moments, actually being all 
together, were becoming few and far between. 

Now, it’s different. Instead of running from Broken Arrow to Tulsa to Bixby on a Sunday, we 
go from the bedroom to the kitchen. Instead of Heath with one kiddo at a game and me 
with two somewhere else in another state, we are all together. Instead of food on the road 
from one event to the next, Heath makes French toast and bacon every Sunday, and we 
eat together. We spend our Sundays listening to Pastor David, Pastor Courtney, and Pastor 
Kevin preach the word of God from our kitchen, while the kids listen to Pastor Darlene in 
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‘Philippians is a meantime epistle,’ David said. ‘It's Paul saying there is 
joy to be found, always, where we are.’ And it went from there. How 
can we create something that is meaningful, useful, connecting with 
people where they are, and connecting them to each other? 

WE create six short videos (12-15min) and brief study guide. 
YOU sit down with family, friends (safely!), or on your own. 
Since we’ve all been inside so long, may we suggest your backyard?

Harvard in the Backyard is a chance for you to invite someone to 
church without ever coming to 5502. It’s a chance to say ‘This is 
something that matters to me. I think you might like it too.’ This is 
your opportunity to grow the church and expand our reach without 
needing to add a brick or break a sweat (weather depending, of 
course). 

Watch the e-news and website for more information. This is our 
season of the meantime, and in God’s presence, there can be joy, 
no matter what.

HARVARD IN THE BACKYARD


